PRINCIPAL / EXECUTIVE CONSULTANTS – MINING (GLOBAL)
Do you have a passion for complex mine planning challenges and enjoy working with clients to solve their
problems? Well we want to hear from you.
Due to continued increases in project work and the global reach provided by our new owners Datamine, we
are looking for an experienced mining engineer to support the growth of our mine planning business. In
particular, we are looking to for a self-starter who can both manage studies, and complete optimisation,
design and costing technical work across a range of commodities and geographies. You will have access to a
world class mining, geology and corporate team, and a wide network of associates. In addition, Snowden
develops a number of mine optimisation tools that we use to differentiate our offering, and generate
higher value solutions to our clients, faster. We are looking to grow our team and bring in great people with
great skills, who want to make a difference and contribute to our shared success.

As part of our team your duties will be a mix of:
◼ consulting engagements in mine planning, including optimisation, design, scheduling and costing.
◼ project management of mining studies across a range of commodities and geographies, working with
clients to agreed goals and timelines
◼ signing off and auditing Ore/Mineral Reserves as a Competent Person
◼ business development to bring new projects into the business, working with clients to understand their
requirements, and developing fit-for-purpose solutions
◼ thought-leadership through writing articles and presenting and participating at relevant conferences
and contributing to our mine optimisation tool development
◼ mentoring members of the team and delivering external training courses in mine planning
About you:
Naturally, you will require extensive experience and a very strong technical understanding in mine
planning. Ideally, you will also have experience in consulting across a range of projects, locations, mining
methods and commodities. You will have experience in at least one of the main general mining software
packages (prefer Datamine products), and will have very strong optimisation, design, scheduling and
costing skills. You will have a quality reputation and network within the industry. You are a person who
gains great satisfaction from delivering positive outcomes for your clients, works well in a team and has
strong verbal and written communication skills. An interest in mine reconciliation will be well regarded.
At Snowden we offer:
◼ A globally recognised brand in mining consulting
◼ A wide variety of projects and problems to solve
◼ A support team of geologists and mining engineers in the Datamine team, across 20 countries and 26
offices
◼ Ability to influence a range of software products through innovation
◼ Flexible working arrangements to suit your lifestyle
◼ Competitive remuneration
◼ A team that wants to see you succeed, and have fun along the way.
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ABOUT SNOWDEN
At Snowden, we are passionate about helping mining companies achieve their potential through
understanding and exploiting knowledge of their orebodies. We were founded in 1987 as a family business
with deep domain knowledge in the mining industry. Snowden has an enviable track-record of
completing over 12,000 projects in more than 60 countries. We have helped mining companies and
investors achieve real bottom-line value and meet market guidance. At Snowden, we believe that every
geological resource, mining project, operation and investment has latent value waiting to be unlocked with
the right thinking, the right processes and the right systems. We aim to achieve profitable growth while
constantly innovating to help our clients succeed in a global market. We remain at the forefront of our
industry by employing the best people and having the courage to challenge the status quo. We were
recently acquired by Datamine Software, who provide a large team of geologists and mining engineers
across 26 offices globally, to support the expansion of the Snowden Advisory business.
https://snowdengroup.com
Submit your Expression of Interest with your CV and a Cover Letter, to careers@snowdengroup.com.
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